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man might tell about certain laws which

prevail in heaven, and certain glories

which he saw there, but yet, unless the

people to whom such things were told

had placed themselves in a position to

have the Holy Ghost, or the visions of

heaven opened to their minds, the words

uttered would not be a revelation to

them, for it would be altogether beyond

their powers to comprehend.

The revelation which Sir Isaac New-

ton obtained concerning the forces of the

universe, has been developed from his

day until the present time. The whole

learned world of mathematicians have

brought all their faculties and powers

to bear upon this one little law which

I have expressed to you, and have they

got through with it? Oh no, it is just

beginning to unfold to them some of

the common phenomena of the universe,

and that is about all. In about a cen-

tury hence, if the Lord should spare the

world, and men make as much advance

in these matters as they have done in

the century past, this law, there is no

doubt, will be carried out into a great

many channels and branches that we

know nothing about now. Says one—

"If it requires so much study on the

part of the learned world to unfold and

comprehend this one law, it is discour-

aging to think that there are perhaps

hundreds of other laws as intricate as

this to investigate before it is possible

to come to an understanding of them."

We need not be discouraged upon this

subject; for if we do the best we can ac-

cording to the position in which we are

placed, and the opportunities which we

have, we do all that the Lord requires;

and by and by we shall be placed in a

condition in which we can learn much

faster than we can now. We need not

be discouraged. Perhaps the man who,

under a sense of discouragement, gives

up and does not make the best of his

present limited opportunities, will be

limited hereafter in the life to come, and

will not be allowed to progress very fast,

because of his laziness and his want of

desire, courage and fortitude to pursue

certain channels of knowledge that were

opened up to him here in this life. But

when we see individuals not only will-

ing to receive some few of the simple

principles of the Gospel of Christ, but

are willing to press onward towards per-

fection as far as opportunities present

themselves, we may rest satisfied that

they will be honored of the Lord accord-

ing to their diligence, perseverance, for-

titude and patience in striving to under-

stand the laws which he has given to all

things.

We might, if we had time, point out a

great many other laws. The law of light,

for instance, and the law of the velocity

of light, or the manner in which light is

permitted to go from world to world, and

in touching upon these and similar sub-

jects we should be describing to you the

power, wisdom, greatness and majesty

of the Creator, who has constructed all

these things according to law, and all

of them are governed by his laws. It

would seem almost impossible to untu-

tored minds, if we were to tell them that

a motion could be transferred from world

to world at the rate of one hundred and

eighty-five thousand miles every sec-

ond of time. Wonderful. We almost

start back at the declaration, and al-

most doubt the possibility of the velocity

thus indicated. But incredible as it may

seem to the uneducated, it is a certain

thing; it does not rest upon the imagi-

nations of the children of men; it is just

as certain that light travels at nearly

that rate from one creation to ano-


